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Abstract
This talk will discuss a major overhaul of our data analysis
architecture which permits the use of multiple file types.
The code we use to work with particle physics datasets previously
only worked when those datasets were written in MiniAOD format.
After the overhaul, the code can be easily made to run on any file
format, including DELPHES which was used in our most recent
analysis.
This new framework permits the automated generation of stack
histograms which show the total expected background in
comparison to the expected signal for a given channel.
These plots are crucial for every analysis, and the current effort to
automate their generation grew out of the code
written to produce these plots for our doubly charged Higgs and
lepton jet studies.
Methodology
The strategy used to enable analysis on multiple data file types
involved writing a number of abstract classes which are eventually
implemented for each given file type.
These abstract classes include many data retrieval functions which are
used by the analysis to make plots, compare GenSim and Reco data to
measure efficiency, and measure signals against backgrounds.
The difference in how relevant numbers are retrieved from different
files is hidden by this structure which makes data access much more
robust and efficient.
A separate project involved creating a stack histogram to compare the
acceptance due to a doubly-charged Higgs or lepton jet signal to that
of standard backgrounds.
The generation of these types of plots for additional datasets became
increasingly unwieldy, and the usefulness of such graphs for future
searches grew increasingly apparent.
This prompted an automation effort which is now still underway.
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Conclusion
• Providing the analysis with a new input file structure required very significant changes to the core structure of our
analysis and the modification of over seventy files.
• These efforts will create a lasting improvement in code efficiency and clarity for the analysis group in the future.
• This automation has already contributed to projects like the creation of acceptance versus invariant mass histograms
which, like the plot above, were included in our submission to the Snowmass particle physics study.
• Although the creation of these plots for our current searches was successful, future plots of the same type will be
difficult to create without further automation in the same spirit as the input file overhaul.

